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v.
"The Mundane and the Transcendent: Excerpts from Letters of Johannes &
Clorinda Schmutz, 1900-1902"
Richard Schmutz

It isn't often that a hoard of old letters comes unexpectedly into a family's
possession, but it happened in my family a few years ago at the passing of an uncle. Unknown to
other descendants he had in his keeping a collection of letters that his parents--my paternal
grandparents--exchanged during a proselyting mission grandfather served in Switzerland for his
church, 1900-1902. A short while after uncle's funeral, the letters were entrusted by his spouse to
my sister and copies have since become available to family members and taken their rightful place of
importance in the family legacy.
Grandfather was born in 1855 in Stettlen, a Swiss town a few kilometers north of the
national capital city of Bern. His ancestors had lived since the mid-16th century in the hamlets of
nearby Gemeinde (municipality) Vechigen where they had worked the land, husbanded livestock, and
harvested the forests. In or about the late 1860s, his parents bought a farm near the Jura Mountain
town of La Chaux de Fonds. There they (except for the eldest son) converted to The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints (Mormon) and, in 1874, emigrated to their "Zion" in Utah where in
1875 they settled in the then 14 year-old southern Utah pioneer town of St. George.
Grandmother was born 2 May, 1858, at Pikes Pond, Sullivan County, New York to
Henry and Margaretha Fuhrer Schlaeppi. Her grandparents, the Fuhrers, operated a tannery in
Sullivan County which they founded after immigrating to the United States from Gadmen,
Switzerland--a town in the southeastern comer of Canton Bern situated near the headwaters of the
Aare River and at the eastern foot of the Bernese Alps. Grandmother's father, Henry Schlaeppi, grew
up in Meiringen, a larger town not far from Gadmen. He came to America as a young man and
became employed in the Fuhrer tannery where he met and married his employer's daughter,
Margaretha Fuhrer, named after her mother. They, too, joined the LDS Church and, in 1860 when
Clorinda was barely two years old, set out by ox-team for Utah. In 1861 they were sent by the
Church with the pioneer company that founded St. George, 300 miles south of Salt Lake City.
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Thus in St. George the stage was set for two young people of pure Swiss extraction-Johannes Schmutz and Clorinda Schlaeppi--to meet, court, and marry.
Like most of his
contemporaries, 'Grandpa' took up farming and, after a few false starts, he and 'Grandma' acquired
a farm, six miles southeast of St. George, in a spacious valley where former desert had been converted
to farm land with irrigation water from the nearby Virgin River. Grandpa was a good husbandman
and developed a profitable farm. Partial to horticulture, by 1900, he was raising peaches, apricots,
apples, pears, plums, cherries, almonds, a variety of grapes, plus the more exotic figs and
pomegranates. His fields produced alfalfa hay, wheat, barley, oats, sorghum cane, and melons. An
enterprising man, he had also established a cattle ranch some 95 miles to the southeast in the mesa
and canyon country that drained into th~ Grand Canyon.
By January 1900, Grandma and Grandpa were in mid-life. They were the parents of
seven girls and three boys, ranging in age from four weeks to 22 years. They lived in town in a
newly-built brick home and also kept a house on the farm where they lived week days during the
summer. I well remember the farm house. It had a covered porch extending around three sides and
was shaded by large mulberry trees growing in the south yard. Beyond the trees was a canal that
brought water to their fields. Machine and harness sheds, horse and livestock corrals, and a barn and
granary were located some two hundred yards to the west on the opposite side of the canal. Travel to
and from town was achieved by wagon, buggy or horseback. The route forded a yet bridge-less river,
a small stream except during spring run-off and after-summer storms.
The routine and stability their lives had acquired by 1900 was quite suddenly
interrupted by a "call" from their Church. In their day, it was not uncommon for family fathers, to
receive calls to serve two or more years as missionaries--which meant leaving wives and children at
home to run farms and businesses and provide their own livelihoods plus their husbands' who served
their missions at their own expense.

Affected families greeted such calls with mixed feelings:

religious conviction compelling them on the one hand to serve, while on the other being daunted by
the prospect of long separations and often severe sacrifices. Grandpa's call was to his native
Switzerland and any reluctance to go was no doubt tempered by the prospect of revisiting his
homeland and seeing again his eldest brother--after 26-years separation. Grandma· s lot, however,
was the care of a large family and the work of both a farm and ranch. He was 44 when the call came,
she was 41; Pauline, their eldest, was 22; John Jr., 21; Hora, 19; Mary, 16; Marcel, 13; Eva, 10;
Beulah, eight; Wilford, five; Lucille, two; and baby Zina, four weeks.
During their 29-month separation, Grandpa and Grandma wrote to each other about
every two weeks and the children wrote occasionally. Of the perhaps 120 total letters, all or part of
39 of Grandma's and 38 of Grandpa's survive as do 15 of the childrens' . Grandma's letters were
filled with news of the family, the farm and ranch, weather, relatives, friends, and events in town, plus
invariable words of love and support for her far-away husband; Grandpa reported his missionary life
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and travels, and always included concern for wife and family and questions about farm and ranch.
Both avoided burdening the other with vain complaints. They controlled personal feelings and filled
their letters with supportive expressions and restrained assertions of love for one another.
Born and raised in America, Grandma only knew English. Considering her pioneer
environment and grade-school education, her grammar was surprisingly good and she wrote in clear
cursive, though she punctuated minimally and sometimes spelled phonetically. Grandpa's English,
which throughout his life he spoke with a strong German accent, was acquired after coming to St.
George. Growing up, he spoke the Swiss-German dialect at home, learned High-German in grade
school, and some French during the family's stay in the Jura country. In Switzerland he labored in
both German and French-speaking parts of the country. This is important to understand when one
reads his letters--and those familiar with all three languages will note the influence of each upon his
sometimes peculiar phonetic spelling. He employed scantier punctuation than Grandma and tended
to write run-on sentences. Nevertheless, his letters reflect a bright, inquisitive mind and a forceful
personality.
I was still young when Grandpa and Grandma passed from mortality, and my
personal recollection of them is meager. But through their letters I have gotten to know them. In the
process of reading the nearly 300 handwritten pages, the full gamut of their feelings and faith, I
gained a genuine affection for them, a deep respect for their values, and a real sense of belonging to
them. It is regretable--but unavoidable--that the few extracts from their letters that can be offered in
this essay must suffice to reflect their values, personalities, and ways of coping. Nor was it easy to
winnow the few from the many. And doubtless the few fail .the task of painting full portraits. But
may the reader let his imagination fill in the balance for himself. The few, however, are characteristic
in spirit of all the others. In today's world they may often sound moralistic and trite, but then they
were heartfelt. Most echo an era past.
And now a word concerning what you will encounter below in quotations.

When

quoted sentences start without capitalization and end without proper punctuation, or none, and when
misspellings are left uncorrected, just realize that they replicate the originals and are (hopefully) not
my omissions or typographical errors.
In her first letter, dated the 14 January 1900, and written a week after Grandpa's
departure, Grandma expressed hope that Grandpa would land safely, "in good health and spirits."
She related the scene that took place when "Johny" returned from delivering Grandpa to the rail
station 50 miles north at Modena. Wilford and Lucile ran out to meet him, and, finding him alone,
asked, "where is Papa?" Finally comprehending that he has gone far away, Wilford wants it relayed
that "he is a good boy." · Lucile simply "wants her Pa to come home."
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Next day 16-year-old Mary wrote a letter to "Dear Pa." She hoped he had
"enjoyed [his] trip across the deep." Baby Zina, she boasted, is "the sweetest baby this side of
there[!]" She bids her Pa not to "get discouraged or homesick," and prays "the Lord [to] bless
[his] attempts for good." "And if you try," she enjoins, "(and are] humble he will." This
expression--that good works merit blessings--is echoed in all their letter exchanges. It was a deeply
imbedded principle of the family faith.
In her next letter, written two weeks later, Grandma worried that the mild weather
would bring fruit blossoms on too early and expose the buds to a later killing frost. There is also
news of a neighbor's barn lost in a fire. The family's four-year-old child "got some matches and
went in the barn and made a fire in the manger a horse two heiffer calves and twenty-six chickens
were burnt up besides the barn and some hay... .it is a wonder the child dident get burnt as well."
Neighbors had contributed $125 to help the family.
The reality of a long separation had set in. "We will have to content ourselves," she
wrote, "in thinking of each other in the fondest and most cheerful thoughts so we wont get the blues
I cant tum any way but there is something to remind me of you so I am always thinking of you
though I have been quite successful in driving off the lonesome feelings that steel over me at times.,,
She then counseled, "Try not to worry too much about home, but dont cease to think of us. Keep
on encouraging the children it will do them more good than I can do. . . .I wish you could see out
window full of flowers ... .I have pressed one for you.... good night from your dear ones at home..
. .and God bless you always. from your loving wife."
Grandpa's earliest letters have not survived, but that he wrote while enroute overseas
and on arrival is reflected in Grandma's letters. On 7 February 1900, she commented how "nice" it
was that they could "talk to each other by writing. I wish you could come and see us for a moment
but then I dont supose we would be satisfied we would want you to stay longer." By 19 February
she could call it a "glad thing" to know that he had "crossed the Ocean in safety.,, Evidently he
had asked that she not shield him from problems at home. In her spirit of pioneer self-reliance she
re-assured him: "Dont worry about me not writing you unpleasant things for I shall write every thing
that is of any importance but I hope and pray there may be nothing very bad to write. I hope we will
get along without serious trouble.,,
Farm, ranch, and weather are always topics in Grandma's letters. Its a "strange thing
we cant have a bit of rain,'' she wrote in March. "Johny has the oats [in] and is watering. . . .He has
not been in town much since [you left] I guess he finds [it] a little different farming alone." And a
few weeks later: John sais the Orchard looks nice in the field the peaches are a solid mass of blooms.
The plums are in bloom too the almonds are nearly past. we will have sites of fruit if it dont freeze.
John and hy Thompson just took a run out to the ranch.... John said the horses were all fat. . . .the
feed is lovely on the north sides of the hills and if it would just come up a good rain now he said the
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stock would do all right ... .I hope it will rain. I don't know what to do if it dont unless we sell most
of [the field stock] off.... but I think we will have rain before long.... Our old sow had 4 pigs I
sold them all for 8 dol. cash." In May, after the first cutting of hay, she reported: "We have sold
nearly all our hay got $17 and $18 per ton some in store pay but most in cash.... we have got $97
cash in the house now so we will be able to pay our taxes."
The already semi-arid region endured a terrible drouth during winter and early spring
of 1900. In March, a cattleman told Grandma "it makes him sick to go out to the ranch and see the
poor cows with little calves dying. he said they would all die and they cant move them they are so
poor, and no water on the roads." The drouth broke in mid-April when a "fine storm" moistened
"all of the country."

The second-half of the month brought frequent showers. "Everybody is

jubilant," Grandma wrote, "it has done a world of good."

Grandpa, grateful, penned a caution:

"Now that the Lord base seene fitt to bless us you must always pay your thenth and take good care
of the balance if you give it to the pouver [poor], I mean dont let aneything go to waiste."
Personal sentiments naturally found place in their letters, though always modestly
expressed. Grandma ended an April letter with "2 verses of a poem" she says she read "in the 'Y .L.
journal."'

This may have been the Young Woman's Journal published monthly by the Young

Ladies' Mutual Improvement Association of the LDS Church:
In the shadows that come with the twilight,
and Herald the darkning night too.
My thoughts issue out on the stillness,
And dear one, they all turn to you.
A sweetness like sunshine through shadow,
Like smiling with eyes that are dim.
In the thought that a hand has decreed it,
To bring us more closely to him.
Grandpa answered: "I thinck that little poem reflects my thots, but I dare not dwell upon it too mutch
for fear that my thots mite make me lonesome."
Another exchange had to do with locks of hair that Grandma sent. Later she wrote:
"I dare not send any more locks .... for fear they will make you homesick." He replied bravely that
she may "send all the locks" she wants, "for I hope to withstand all homesickness from sutch tokens,
I could easiley get homesick if I would allow myself but I know what I am here fore and to make the
best of my time and I hope.... to do some good."
In two letters written in April from Madretsch, near Biel (French, Bienne), where he
was first assigned, Grandpa admonished "Johny" on farm and personal matters.
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wrote: "at aney rate keep paying the taxes .... and don't allow aney body to interfere with the water.
. . . " In the second, he offered fatherly advice: "Well wichever way it will come try and acknowlege
the hand of the Lord in all things pray always to the Lord for wisdom and knowlege and do that wich
is rite and he will give you in the rite way if you are humble. Well you must work whit wisdom my
boy so that you can keep good helth and do not spend late evenings so you may have your reste, I
know my Dear Son, that you have mutch to do but youse good judgment doing it." He was" glad to
hear" that the grain was doing well and "that the cattle were in good shape." For his daughters, he

added: "And you my dear Daughters you [can do] a great deal to the comfort of your mother and
of your brothers if you will put your minds to it for it is nessessairy that you healp one another to the
comfort and peace of one another."
Parts of an early May letter show that Grandpa was overcoming his farmerbackground and growing in his work. He had been at his brother Christian's home in La Chaux de
Fonds, in the Jura Mountains some 50 kilometers from Biel. One day, while helping his sister-in-law,
"Mari," in her garden, a minister came by. "I introduced miself to him," Grandpa wrote, "and told
him houm I was and what I was here fore, and we bade an agreeable little toalk. . . .I used to thinck
that to meet a minister in a toalk would be quite a taske but I sooner meet one of them now as any
body as long as they dont come with abuses."
Grandma compared their present separation with earlier, shorter ones, when Grandpa
would be away peddling his dried fruit, molasses, and alfalfa seed in the towns of central Utah. She
missed him then and misses him now. "My last thoughts at night are of you," she wrote, "and my
first waking thoughts are the same." But she "can't say that [she] is lonely" and hopes the same for
him. "It seems to me it is a testimony to us that you are in the right place and doing your Duty."
For Grandpa, work makes absence bearable: "I have no chance to get lonesome as there is plenty to
do... .I am glad to get to toalk to the people about the [Mormon] gospel and I always find new
friends." Besides, he had other diversions. One brings a smile: "I [pulled my] bed to pieces to kill
bed bugs. . . .I used about l_ pt. of turpentine and some bedbug pouder, but I feel there are some

more as I killed 2 this morning I thinck I will try again."
Grandma and Grandpa were high on duty.

Their committment is repeatedly

expressed. "I will be pleased," she wrote," if [your] time flies and also hope it will not be spent in
vain. But if you will live up to your duties ... .it will not be spent in vain. We are trying to do right
at home, trying to live near to the Lord that he may bless us all we are trying to manage our business
affairs to advantage I hope we will hold out all right."
On the farm in late May, she described how the trees in the young orchard were
"growing fast" and those in the old orchard were "loaded" with fruit. Early peaches and a "few
prunes" were already ripe.

Johny had been plowing, the vineyard looked good and "17 big

loads"of the first crop of hay were in the stack. "Johny has got the water now, he has got the grain
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in the old field watered, and is watering out on the new field the wheat is headed out and looks well.
the oats in the old field looks good but is not yet headed out yet. he has got the cane patch plowed
and ready to plant. ... The catle are all beef fat. .. She concluded, "I miss you more in the field than
I do in town, I guess it is because I am not used to being in the field without you. . . .I cant help but
think you done this and that every tree, and everything else, speaks of you but I dont alow myself to
get the blues. so it is nice to think of you."
They were both sentimental about . flowers. He gathers them as he travels over Swiss
fields and mountains, presses them and sends them to her. She writes often of her' s ~nd those of her
neighbors'. Once his house lady gave him a "bouqet" of "Alpen Rosen," a "fine litle flower, and
smells loveley it is also rare.... and onley grows in the hy Alps ... To allay any suspicion, he added:
"I supose you begin to thinck that I and my house Lady are pretty good friends I thinck we are but
she bores me some time with her toalk. She hase so mutch to say that I feel like telling her to keep it
to herself;" Grandma responded trustingly and with understanding: "You do seem very friendly,
but you certainly need some friends and I think it \\'.Ould be much better to have her as a friend than
an enemy. I am pleased you have some one to care for you."
Sometimes Grandpa could be boorishly over-zealous. In late June 1900, he and his
brother Christian visited relatives in Bern, Burgdorf, and Thun. They were well received everywhere,
though Grandpa's compulsion to evangelize fell everywhere on deaf ears. He declared indignantly
that an aunt and cousin in Bern were "so ritious that thay are allready saved."

He got in an

argument with the aunt's son-in-law, a preacher.

But Grandpa,

Christian tried to hush him.

determined to show them "there error," persisted and probably spoiled the visit. "We did not get an
invitation to come back," he wrote, "but thancked them for their kindness but if I can I will try them
again[t]" Other visits went more smoothly but equally fruitless. Grandpa became convinced that his
relatives' prosperity made them indifferent to the message that burned in his soul. After thinking it
over, he reflected that, "Had we been as well off. . : .we might have rejected [it too]." He was clearly
biased, but not unreasonable or without compassion.
Mid-summers are hot in Utah's "Dixie," so-named from the pioneer cotton industry
conducted there during the civil war. From the farm in July 1900 Grandma wrote: "We are all well,
only a little wilted." The thermometer had hit 111 degrees fahrenheit in the shade that day.

In

summer, she spent most days working with the family on the farm. She described a quiet moment
one evening before her bedtime: "I am sitting by the East door. The moon is just rizing.

A cool

breeze [is blowing], the children are all asleep and everything is very quiet. down by the corall are 2
large stacks of hay and 4 large stacks of grain 2 of wheat and 2 of oats ... .It fills my heart with
thanks to see it."

Similarly, in mid-August she wrote, "Well I and the children are in the field

tonight. the children are all well and fast asleep and I am trying to spend a few moments with you
before retiring. everything is very quiet only the noise of water running down Pace's Fall. and the
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chirp of some scattered birds .... Good night I whisper softly, To the dear one across the sea. May
our 'Father' guide your foot steps, Till you return to me. . . . good bye from your loving wife.''
Clorinda.
The entire family went into town to attend the 24 July festivities commemorating the
arrival of the Mormon pioneers in the Salt Lake Valley in 1847. Grandma filled her churn prior to
the ride in. By arrival time, a hot day and a jolting wagon had turned sour cream into "over a pound
of nice hard yellow butter.

How is that," she exulted, "for Dixie Summer."

At the festivities,

"Pauline had ice cream with the Choir, and John got some for passing lemonade in the meeting and
all over sixty got a dish too. and the cake with it[!]" Echoes of an age gone by.
By early August, the stacks of grain had been threshed and yielded "338 bus
[bushels] of wheat and just 400 bus Oats." The granary "is plum full. . . .It is nice to see a full
granary. Johny looks pretty tired it is so awful warm the last few days. . . . " In a subsequent letter
she boasted: "John says we raised more grain than any man in Dixie.''

And then, more humbly,

she added: "I am very thankful that we have such a good harvest. We will try to take care of it."
By mid-August her thoughts shifted anxiously to the imminent fruit harvest: "Dear
me," she sighed, "we have got work enough for the next month.... the peaches are turning.... the
almonds are nearly ripe. We have got 4 of as pretty pigs as I ever saw."

But at this point her

musings were interrupted when "a wagon full of folks came down [from town] and staid for supper
and sang a while."

By 23 August, Grandma was in the middle of the fruit harvest. ''I'm in the

field," she wrote, "in fact, we all are....We have got so much work to do, we dont know what to do,
we are in the peaches and John is in the hay. . . .I have let two loads [of peaches] out on shares and I
will have to let more out they are all ripe at once. Sister Seeg and Eve and Min and Helaman came
down last night to help us cut peaches, it was real kind of them. Criss came over and made my smoke
box and 22 trays and John has made a few more, we have had a hard time to get started but we have
got quite a lot out we had to pick the Grapes and we have a scaffold full of them. . . .I am almost too
rattled with work to write. . . . "
Nature added troubles: "I never saw a more terrible storm than came upon us all at
once it only lasted about half an hour, hail as big as a marble and as big rain drops. every thing was
in a flood, and it has busted the ditch all to pieces it will be a month before there is any water in the
field. our cane. is as high as a man and not started to tassel but I dont know how it will do without
water. John said he never saw the ditch in a worse fix. . . . We will have to haul our useing water and
pig water and drive the stock to the river so we are very crowded."
Grandpa's return letter is missing. He would most likely have expressed gratitude for
the harvest and sympathy over Grandma's burden. Earlier he had sent his regrets that he ''can not
healp you aney but pray for you that you may have health to do all this labor." In his next letter,
dated the end of September (once again we have a lacuna), he showed further concern. Grandma had
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sent him a photo of herself. Writing sympathetically, he thought she looked "reather poor" and
judged that she had had "quite a harde time of it." He urged his daughters "to see that your mother
hase a litle easear time than she hase had in the past, thinck, she can not last for ever and that she is
the onley mother you will ever have. . . . "
Another worry at this time concerned Pauline' s and Hora' s boyfriends. Grandpa
thought the boys were pursuing the wrong things, and basically unworthy of his daughters. He
lamented: "I see by my Daughters writings that [Pauline' s] Art is not any Different then he was
when I leaft and that [Rora's] Hyrum is also fowlowing sport, witch is indeed an evel, or at least it is a
way that leads to evel and it woold be better Discontinued. As for Art he semes to be inclined to want
to make a living in that line [unstated] witch is a very poor way for a young man to fowlow, and it is
to me very inconsistante to thinck that I am here to preach the Gospel [to] lead mankind to a better
life and repentance, and at home to have my Dear Daughters trogh [throw] themselves onto kinds of
man that I am trying to reform here, ... Paulina dont you thinck it would be better to keep company
whit a young man that would be willing to do enything for the couse [of the gospel] .... the couse
that is more precius on Erth even than life itselr? thinck ... .it is indeed a serius thing and if [Art]
will not reform now, he will not reform after he base married you .... [and will not do] better after he
hase got you. Therefore I .... beseach you .... drop him and let him go his way, if you do not I
feare for you, and I feel indeed very unhapy over it. pray to the Lord that he may healp you out of
this, but not with a sett mind that you cannot give him up, but with a feeling of humblenenss and
trusting in Him that he may gide you arigth. This I advise to all my sons and Daughters."
Grandma was concerned too. Closer to the situation than Grandpa, she wished
Pauline were with him in Switzerland, or that Art "would .... try to make something of himself."
Their worries were justified. Within weeks the two married, to the disappointment of both parents.
By mid-September, the work in the peaches and the fall harvest was over. Grandma is
relieved that the water is back in the "ditch." Moreover, fair week is on. Fruits of the harvest were on
display in the booths, and everyone was glad to pieet and celebrate the end of a hot summer's work.
"Their is a very good assortment of everything [on display]," wrote Grandma, "the loveliest fruit I
ever saw." She herself "put in 2 bottles of peaches" and judged "there was nothing any better there
that I seen." Her respite in town was costly: in the field, a neighbor's pigs got into her trays of
drying peaches and destroyed twelve of them! But she refused to allow this minor disaster to mar her
elation over a photo Grandpa had sent. "Oh, your blessed self. I want to look at it all the time. You
look so well and contented. I am glad to see you looking so.... When I showed it to Wilford he said,
o is that uncle Jake." She closed with "lots of love to papa from us all .... here is a sego lily and a
blue flower from Aunt Eliza's window."
Meanwhile, Grandpa was being transferred from Biel to Neuchatel, some 20 miles
away in the French-speaking part of Switzerland. By 29 September he had attended his last meeting
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with the Latter-day Saint congregation in Biel. "O how I will miss the coir [choir]," he exclaimed;
his interest in singing surprises us all. In Neuchatel, he took a room in a boarding house on the Rue
des Chablons. He described on 9 October how the people of his new neighborhood differed from
those in working-class Madretsch. They are "well educated," he said, and "well to do in this world's
goods, but very indifferent as to the gospel, the preasts have [taught] them to tare or bum our tracts
and have told them not to recive us. But never the less the leaven is working in the bread and
preastcraft will vanish and the trought [truth] will be known in the Lord's own time." On a clear day
he could see the Alps from his room; but it was not often clear.
He and another "lonley elder [his companion]" took a walk along the Lake "in the
light of the full moon .... thincking and toalking of home, he of his Mother and I of my own Dear
ones .
. . .the scene was loveley and the moon and lights reflected there light on the quiet lake onley stired
by the litle pleasure boats and an occasional smal steamer and it is pleasant to here the young people
sing on these boats, but I would have given all this and more to have had a chance to have a peep
home." A picture of baby Zina was "before" him and he wished "it was the real thing so that he
could hug and kiss it." He regrets "there are no children in this house to to talk to" as there · were in
Biel, and he misses the little two-year old "who will not find me aney more when she come to kick at
the door to come in for a piece of sugar." To break the tedium, he and three missionary friends
bought some apples, hired a baker, and ate a tasty pie "that measured l_ ft acros." for supper.
They paid the baker seventy centimes.
In Neuchatel, he found he was obliged to speak in services nearly every Sunday. It
took him a little while to learn to speak French to his satisfaction. He felt he could converse alright
"whit the people but to get up and speack in publick it is a hard chob in french . "
But he must have picked up enough, for soon he was called to preside over the Latterday Saint congregation in Neuchatel. The position caused him to "feel [his] weekness," and he
allowed the presence of a brother "whit 50 years expieriance in the church," and some younger,
"well-educated" men to intimidate him--no doubt needlessly. He felt "mutch out of place" and in
need of the "hand of the Lord to gide" him, so he claimed.
Evidence of loneliness and suppressed envy surfaced about this time in one of
Grandma's letters. "Your mission will do you good in many ways," she wrote. "I dont know how
much good it will do us. I would like to see some of the beautiful sights. but of Course that will
never be. But I am satisfied if you can enjoy them. I am content at home with my children only
lately I am a little lonely but I shall soon get used to it." She empathized with Grandpa that he had
"to move camp" but assured him that new friends "will become as dear to you" as the old ones.
"Besides," she reminded him, " you are sent there for a wise purpose. be of good cheer. . . . You
are engaged in a noble cause and the Lord will take care of his own. "
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By 14 October the unwished for had happened: Polly and Art had tied the knot. As if
that were not enough unwelcome news, Grandma must also write that "Hy and Rora wants to get
married about Christmas time."

A double whammy.

"I guess I will loose all my girls," she

bemoaned, "and be left alone .... [but] all is well that ends well." Lonely, however, she was not to
be: both couples asked to live at home with her for the winter!
No letters survive from December and the holidays. The following year, in February
1901, we find Grandma commiserating with Grandpa over a cold. She wishes she were there to" do
something" lest it "hang on until Spring. . . . But go on and do the best you can and all will be well
with you. The Lord helps those who will try to do the best they can."
During his time away, Grandpa exchanged several letters with his teen daughter,
Mary.

She spent the winter of 1900-01 attending the 9th grade in Cedar City (50 miles north)

because schooling in St. George ended with the 8th grade. She wrote about her studies, teachers, and
friends; he advised specific books to read and critiqued art work she sent him.

One of her letters

contained small town trivia: "Dear Pa," she wrote, "I again take the pen to tell you a little news.
Those fems and mosses are lovely and I [hope it is] not to much trouble for you to get some more
and some flowers send them a few at a time. John brought Old Kits colt in she is as pretty as can be
and is getting very gentle.... Rosa Rhoner and Jacob Stutzernecer [Sturzenegger] were married the
other day.

Five girls were born in Washington (a neighboring town) last week.

One Sunday

afternoon a crowd of us went up to the dam just for a ride. Next Sunday is April fool and we are
going to have a suprise on Clara Bentley Saturday night. . . . I would like to be there keeping you
company since your companion has gone. The temple closes this week. Jeter Snow Bishop of Pine
V[alley] had a very sick little girl she had the saint Vitus Dance.... Well I will close for this time I
am tired and sleepy excuse this scribbling it will take you a day to make it all out But I remain your
loving daughter Mary just the same. Good night and God bless you is my dearest wish."
Toward spring 1901, Grandpa complained of a companion who, in Sunday services,
"speacks about two minutes and sets Down, that is not the way to preach the gospel, for how can the
peopel hear unless we preach it. and we are sent here to preach, not to make excuses.

I feel

sometime discuraged, in having to do as I have to do whit my companions and I feel very mutch
chagrined at their carrelessness, and feel that if I onley bade sutch companions as I have knone Elders
[the term elder refers to the priesthood office that a missionary holds] to be, willing to work, humble,
and full of faith how mutch more could we accompliche. I know an Elder must be humble to be of
aney good, that mutch I have found out for myself in my short expiriance here, and he cannot expect
that the spirit of the Lord can be whit [him] under any other Condition."

Grandpa's missionary

companions were usually young, single men, fresh from home.
In late May, Grandpa thanked Grandma for a letter she had written on their wedding
anniversary (14 May). He looked forward to celebrating the next one with her at home. Meantime,
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he had been in La Chaux De Fonds where he attended a meeting of the Salvation Army and had the
chance to hear General Booth speak.

Owing to a large crowd, he couldn't get inside during the

speech, but managed to get inside in time to hear the General "make a prayer in English but he has
sutch a poor voice that I could hardley make aneything out, he is a man of 72 years." While he was
outside, some Army leaders sought to "save" him. "I toalked gospel to them," he wrote. But he
got nowhere. "[Just the same], they will soon know me," he avered. "[Now] they wont (like the
saying is) run up a stump, unles they wish to lem somthing witch is not the case whit maney of
them." Thus, Grandpa had become somewhat combative.
Writing again on 14 June, he reported a week-long stay in nearby Neuville
proselyting "without purse or scrip," meaning without funds and depending upon the generosity of
strangers to house and feed them. "We walked... .in the morning 3 1/2 hours and tracted the City
of Neuville (Neuenstadt) we lodged in the best hotel and had all we needed to eat for we [had] more
invitations to eat and sleep than we needed and we did not have to ask for it eather. This hase bin an
expierience entierely different to what I have bin used to and I have injoied it very mutch. . . . Nearly
everybody took tracts but the ministres, and we worked hard in order to get to all the people before
sunday, for satan no dought would try and tum the people against us and would use his ordinary
tools (the ministres) to prejudice the people against us. . . . I would like to have attended the
churches there yesterday to hear what the ministers hade to say, for thay no dought would express
there brotherly Christian love for the people that is destined to overcome them all in time."
Another time in La Chaux De Fonds he joined members in outdoor games. "I ran so
mutch that my legs hurts yet." He can't find time to visit all his contacts: "I wish I hade two or
three heades and mouths and as maney bodies.'' The cherries were getting ripe but were still high in
price. He and his companion purchased two pounds for eleven cents. "We eat them at ones we were
so hungry for fruit." The previous week a sister fed them all the "wild strawberries" they could eat-"whit sugar." Just the same, he will "not kick to get home to Dixie peaches and mollasses and
grappes and milck, roast beef, buttermilk, and baked potatoes."
He wishes his children would write more. "I would like to heare from them oftener
and it would give them a practice to rite witch I know they need bad beside I would like to know how
thay feel and what thay are doing."

No doubt he missed his children and genuinely longed for

personal letters from them. Of minimal education himself, he nevertheless valued its advantages and
wanted it for his children. This attitude was reflected in his admonition to them: "and you children
neglect never an oppertunity to learn somthing good and dont read foolish novels but read good
books and actual Histories. I have bought the Swiss history for you to read I will send it to you
soon.... and its a book worth taking carre of as well as every other [good] book."
Another three-day visit in Neuville occurred later in June. "[we] hade very maney
gospel conversations," he wrote, "visited maney houses, and given many tracts, and we were
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generally well recived whit a few exception. I do not mind to be refused entrance," he explained,
"or that the tracts arre refused but when they tell me I am a rascal and laysy then it alm~st hurts me,
but that dose not happen verry often, but of cource sutch toalk onley comes from man that dont
know aney better, so I excuse them."

Everyone in town now "knows houm we are even the litle

boyis in the street, and of cource we wish them to know it, the ministers also base warned them .... not
to have aneything to do whit us. [Despite] all this prejudice, we got the second tracts to most families
and a great many invitations to come again and got friends of the best families of the town and an
invitation to stay whit them, altho all sorts of lys have bin told to them about our people."
During summer 1901, he reported a proselyting canvas of several small towns: "We
started Saturday morning by tramway 3 milles and then walked 6 or more and [tracted] the town ...
. [and found] 8 families that would [take tracts].

But about 6 was very friendly out of about 20

families and I hope some good will come of it." That evening they "traveled 9 or more mils" to
visit two member families and spend Sunday with them. Monday morning they walked to another
town and began tracting. "We found some very good [families] ... [we] did not have tracts enough
to go around but will suply them latter ... if the preast base not bin there to stur them up against us,
we arrived home safe and sound feeling fine but a litle tired."
He reported that "A great hail storm passed over the country witch distroyed much
vines and grapes vegetables and grain." The event occasioned moralizing: "When I looke at the . . .
.advantages we have [at home] .... in maney things temporall I cannot feel but thanckful to my
heavenley father for his kindness to his chosen people, we realey do not appreciate the blessings we
injoy, temporalley, say nothing spiritualey, witch surpasses all other things in this world, we have a
great responsibility upon ourself we are the children of light, but often we bely our profession by
our wicked action, we have become proud in our plenty, and do not acknowlege and thanck the giver
of all good as we schould, and reley on ourselfs and

knowledge, instead of giving glory to Him

houm gives this knowlege. I pray God to be mercifull on us that we may seeck more of his ways, and
do that witch He asks and demands us to do by his holey preasthood witch he base placed here on
earth for the guidance of his people."
In fall 1901, Grandpa was transferred from Neuchatel to Zurich where he took a
room on Konradstrasse. Once more he worked among German-speaking people. There he reported
an interesting incident. We must read between the lines and guess -what happened: "There base bin a
pretty foulish young sister cooking here and a foolish young elder and thay do not well go together,
and it base made truble in the Branch that are not yet quite setled, so we thought the better way would
- be for us to do it ourselfs, and stop Jalousy and back biting.,,

Another incident is reported in the same letter, of a fire in a near-by apartment
building. The fire truck was slow coming. When it finally arrived, the firemen found a woman and
child trapped on the third floor. "Instead of rusching up there ladders,,, wrote Grandpa, "thay got
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her to jump and she missed the place preparred and fell to the hard pavement dead they afterward
put the ladders up to loock for the child but thay said thay could not find it in that room a half
[hour] or more [passed when] one man more sensible then the others found the child in the room
partley overcome whit smoke and now it is safe and sound, the people blame very mutch the fireman,
but I suppose thay hade to fill up on whisky before thay could do enything, witch of cource got them
[so] exited thay did not know what thay did."
Back home, Grandma had a bout with small pox. After hearing of it, Grandpa was
concerned and solicitous. In a run-on sentence he wrote: "I pray the Lord will bless you whit health
and strenght that you may be able to guide our large and loveley familie, I say loveley because I
know they are loving children and good children but thay need always the guiding hands and love
and good counsill of there parents, and I pray the Lord to preserve you in healt and strenght that you
may be able to advise and gide our children until you come to a good and ripe old age and that we
may enjoi the society of our children together untill a ripe old age, and that the Lord [will] bless our
children whit obidiente harts that thay may grow up to be a healp in the hands of the Lord to build
up his kingdom here on earth, and that thay may not fall in old easy way[s] of thincking that all is
well whit us, but that thay may realize the nessessity of working continualy by precepts and exemples
for the advancement of rightyouness here on Erth for we are the light of the world, and we should
show our light by exemple as well as precepts, we have the gospel, we have the light, we have the
living prophets among us, but we fall short maney of us in carrieng out the principle[s] witch we
teach to the world and witch we know to be nessessery for our salvation as well as the salvation of the
world:' Pausing for breath, he concluded: "We need always to be on gard that we may not be
tempted and by temptation fall into dishonor before our heavenley father.,. The farmer had turned
preacher.
Grandma wrote in November that she was fully recovered. She related how she had
endured the quarantine practiced in those days, and then gave the latest news of farm and home:
"Johny is always busy. He has all his hay up and brought us a load of wood last Saturday.... he
wants to get 2 loads this week if possible [and then] take a run out to the Ranch. . . . The trees are
turning quite yellow and shedding their leaves.,. Cold weather is on the way. She assured Grandpa
that she will have money to send him "as soon as I can get around to it. John sold his riding horse
for $50 dolars. hay is going to be a good price this winter, and we have quite a lot to sell. so we will
have enough to go on. We have been blessed with a good hay crop and in other ways so if we did fall
short in some we have plenty to go on.,.
Grandpa counseled Grandma "not [to] fret so mutch about usseless things and do
away those things that interfeers whit your wellfare and seek the wellfare of yourself and yours, Now
I dont mean that you should be selfish and not have aney regard for others,,, he explained, "but not
at the expence of your health.,, In a postscript, he reported a home-cooked meal with a member-
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family consisting of "a good meat soup, boiled beef, sausage, potatos, sweet cabage, sauerkraut, and
pears and aples for dessert." The previous Saturday, he and his companions "had · a feast" of fish
bought from a street peddler. They were not on par with "Panguidge trout [Panguitch is the name
of a lake near home]," he declared, "but fish all the same."
Scarcely any correspondence survives from the turn of the year, 1901-02. In midJanuary, Grandpa praised a photo of Mary he had received. She had changed in two years, which
pleased him. He went on to say "How lovely it will be to meet you all again, but I dare not thinck of
it yet too mutch for I should get home sick.'' Grandma's next letter commended the "improvement
and advancement" she felt Grandpa was making. "I fear we will be far behind you," she lamented,
"but I hope you will have patience with us.

you surely are making some progress with all the

rustling around you seem to do. "
Thoughts inevitably soon turned to his pending return.
proposed to bring home weren't in style any more.

But gift items he had

Turning down some of his first suggestions,

Grandma wrote: "times have changed a little with us. The girls prefer a piece of good black silk to
make a waist," and she wants "a yard or two of light striped silk or half-silk" so that she can make
John "some shirt fronts" since "they are all the style here."
Grandpa observed in February how their reunion was "surreley every day nearrer,"
but he warned against "[allowing] our minds [to] run to mutch in that or it will seem too long for
us." He then described how the cold winter in Zurich was taking its toll on the poor. · They lacked
work, he wrote, and were barely existing alongside "the very rich that hardley know how to spend
there money." He had discussed the issue with a "rich lady" who felt that the "soup housses" were
relieving the problem. "I told her [the soup houses were] verry good and kind and nessessairy under
the pressent sociall condition but that [it] would [be] better to reforme the sociall condition and
remouve the cause ... that is to make imployment and give the laborer what he erns and remouve the
saloons witch is the great cause of sociall couruption and poverty and unhappiness." The farmertumed-preacher had now turned social reformer.
Nor was it yet time to pack his trunks.
president sent him on an errand to Geneva.

Missionary work continued.

His mission

Then he and his companion spent four weeks

proselytizing in the vicinity of Zurich. In Zurich, he received a "special invitation" from a
"captain" of the Salvation Army to attend a meeting. "Of cource, it was the same sing-song story
[such as] I have [described in the past]." But he met a French captain who asked for tracts. " I
brought them to his home yesterday and had a fine toalk whit him. . . . I also bade a good toalk whit
the son-in-Law of General Booth." Two days prior he "met another of there preachers" at the
home of one of his "investigators [persons taking missionary lessons]. . . . I soon found he was a
[k]nave indeed I got him rather so bad, he got made and wanted me to leave, I told him that I have
not come to see him and that I was not at his home but if my investigators disired me to leave then I
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would do so, but he toalked so mean and unreasonnable that I left out of respect to the other people
after telling him kindley of his hypocrissy and meanness."
"Yesterday," he had "lost" a party "houm" he "thought to be good investigators .
. . but thise things are usuall hapenings in Missionary life, and it dose not discourage me and strange
to say nearley every time when some one leaves me so cold, I find [others] that in the the same day
recive me that mutch better, and so it hapened yesterday afternoon and last night. I visited the familie
of which I rote you they recived me whit open arms and are glad to have me [teach] them the
Gospel, witch give an Elder the greatest of pleasure and satisfaction."
In a letter dated 18 March 1902, Grandpa told of a rumor that he would be assigned
to lead an emigrant group of converts sailing 22 April to America and Utah from Southampton,
England. His acquaintances, accepting the rumor, had begun greeting him "so warm and kindley
whit a handy hand shake and acome again soone." And because he was the oldest missionary in the
field and the longest in service, he, too, assumed it must be true. However, his mission president had
other plans: he asked Grandpa to serve three more months!

His next letter home reflected his

devastation, made worse because thoughts of seeing his family again so soon had grown in his mind.
Still, the letter shows his resilience: he agreed to stay.

He wrote Grandma:

"I am particularl

anckyous [anxious] now to come home to my dear ones again but I shall try and get over my feeling
and do my dutys to the last; for I know I owe that to my God and myself."
The spirit of Grandma's answer, in a letter now lost, must be gleaned from Grandpa's
follow-up letter. She seems to have taken the extension in stride, penned encouraging words, and sent
him pressed flowers. "I have recived [your flowers]," he answered, "witch give me mutch pleasure
and especially ... the incouragement you give me my dear wife to do my duty and stay untill my
time came to be honorably released." However, he didn't have to dwell on it further: the president
changed his mind! He would lead the emigrant company after all. He announced they would sail
from Southampton on the steamer New England on 26 April [not the 22nd] and arrive "in Boston
about the 3rd or 4te of Mai, and Salt Lake City about 8 or 9 [in time for their wedding anniversary
on the 14th!]." He asked Grandma to meet him in Salt Lake City and wrote instructions about how
to take the rail and how to find her way to his sister's house there.

He proudly added a final

missionary report: "last Sunday night I hade the privelege to baptize 3 personnes [a] father and
mother of a numbreuese young familie and another man of 35 years witch of cource gives me mutch
pleasure to see the fruits of my labor, I thinck there will soone be more good people it is increessing
slowley and the Lord is getherring the best of souls in his fold, and the kingdom of God is growing."
On his way out of the country, he planned to travel by way of the "French part of
Switzerland" to visit Christian and "maney" other friends. Besides, he wanted to invite Christian to
Utah for a visit [it never happened]. He looked forward to " ein baldiges Wiedersehen."
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In another letter, dated between the above two, he formally announced his release.
With mixed anticipation and regret, he wrote: "At last I can pen you the good news of my reliese
from my labors here in Switzerland. . . . 0 what a joye it will be to meet you, my Dear wife and you
my Dear children again, and again be in your midts. I can hardley reallize the trouth of it, it gives me
so mutch pleasure that the time is so short when we will meet one another again, and injoye one
anothers society. I hardley can reallize that I am going to leave my friends and my work here for I
realley injoy it we have found so maney good people lateley. . .. but I can not do it all but will leave
some to do for others, I have spend my time here about to the best of my ability and I have nothing
to regrett onley to leave my friends here houm are good and many of them thinck the world of me,
for thay testify of their love for me by there actions, but all this is not home, thay are dear friends but
thay are not my dear familly and my own flesh and blod.,,
Grandma was "overjoyed at the glad news of [his] coming home. We are so upset
over it I cant hardly write" she gushed. "I will try to come to Salt Lake if I can, but I have lots to do .
. . . it is quite a surprise after getting the last letter where you had the blues so bad.,, Then, to calm
herself, she fell back to regular news: "The wether is warm and every thing is growing nicely. so far
there have been no frosts hard enough to injure the fruit John has just got in from the ranch he says
there is plenty of feed and most all the stock is looking well none have died he branded about 15
calves. I have no doubt you will hate to leave your friends and they will hate to see you go, but I
hope they will always have good Elders there to see after them. . . . Well I can't write more this time I
am to much undone to think of any thing so I will send this small scribbling off, and try to meet you
in the City, or have a letter there if I cant come.,,
In Grandpa's last letter, he wrote that he was "nervous and agitated.,, He had much
to do and time was short He has to be in Basel by the 20th instead of the 22nd, which was a change
again from the 26th. The new date put him in Salt Lake City between the 6th and the 8th of May
instead of the 10th.

"O what a thought; to be able to meet you there,

I hope it will be

accompliched." In church service the previous Sunday, he added, there had been "many a wet eye .
. . . and next sunday will be my last chance to speack to those good saints here and injoy their handy
hand shake.... au/ baldiges wiedersehen your loving husband and father.,,
The trip home happened and the reunion occured--whether in Salt Lake City or in St.
George, we don't know. And with this last letter the curtain fell; this separation was over.
Another letter, however, is in the collection.

We'll let it form a footnote.

It was

written by a former missionary companion some time after Grandpa's return home. The shortened
version reads:
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My Dear Brother:
. . . . after you left it was lonely indeed I never missed anyone so much as I
did you, it

seemed I could not get used to it I would always be looking for dear

brother Schmutz. . . . your investigators are comeing along nicely, especially the
musitian, Meyer he has applied for babtism and Dr. Meier is also almost as far along,
I baptised Frau Winkler, and Vogel. and Herr Meuerer and wife ... so you see we are
growing a little and are always striveing to advance a little although sometimes we
have some hard old battles to fight, as you well know, and I look back with pleasure
on our life together and you will always have a bright spot in my memory.... all the
Saints and friends often speak of you for you were dearly loved here.
greetings to you. . . . I remain your loveing

all send

Brother, Ralph T. Merrill.

Regards from Sister Portman and she thanks you for your kindness to her
Mother. How are the Peaches & Grapes?
Grandma, Grandpa, and the family undoubtedly had a happy reunion.

All would

have rejoiced to have "Pa" home at last. But nothing of it survives--either in writing or family lore.
The silence, after so much written communication, melancholy a void. No doubt the newness of his
homecoming soon wore off and his old place in the home and on the farm were resumed.
A few photos and some good impressions and memories remain, plus this trove of
mission letters. We know, however, that Grandpa's missionary ardor didn't cool--nor did Grandma's
quiet endurance. In 1908 he returned to Switzerland for a second two-and-one-half year mission
from which another equally precious trove of letters survive. They reflect the same attributes as these:
committment to duty, great love, faith, and pure hearts.
Without these letters, the scattered posterity of Grandma and Grandpa would know
finitely little of their personalities, sacrifices, experiences, and stoic faith. The thought reminds me of
something Grandpa stated at the end of a letter: he digressed to assert that the letter (a lengthy one)
preserved "another litle peace of [his] history."

He wasn't keeping a journal, he explained, but

intended for his letters to contain the "record of [his] labors" and he asked that they be saved. For
his part, he saved Grandma's letters and brought them home with him. His request was in a generous
measure answered.
It seems fitting to add a postscript, especially for the sake of honoring others. These
letters reflect a committment common to thousands of their generation in the Latter-day Saint Church
of pioneer Utah who answered the same call and left work and family to honor their faith and offer
selfless service. Their spirit of dedication to faith and duty is given voice in these letters exchanged
by Johannes and Clorinda Schmutz--letters preserved for us by the grace of God.
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